




Introduction

Despite every moment of the O.J. Simpson trial being broadcast on multiple channels 
and the plethora of media that has produced about the crime following Mr. Simpson’s 
acquittal, what follows has never before been produced: A comprehensive, minute by 
minute account of the night of 12 June 1994 that has been constructed using only 
actual facts (evidence from trial, testimony of witnesses, a little bit of science and a 
dash of logic).  The reader is provided a citation for every element included to easily 
validate the authenticity of everything presented in the timeline.  There are no theories 
and no possible scenarios included; only verifi ed facts.

The timeline of 12 June 1994 does reveal a defi nitive answer  to the question “Did he do 
it?”  An answer which held true despite countless attempts to debunk or disprove it.  

Throughout the countless hours spent researching each and every element of this  
timeline the goal was not to reach a predetermined conclusion, the only goal was that 
which is most important: veritas.
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The Good Deed

The Final Hours of
Ronald Lyle Goldman

A Closer Look at the Least Examined Elements
of the O.J. Simpson Saga Yields a Cornucopia of Facts   

n 12 June 1994, O.J. Simpson was one of  the 
most (if not the most) beloved Black men 
in America; within 24 hours that would no 
longer be true.  The public’s adoration for 
Mr. Simpson began it’s unprecedented de-

cline the next afternoon following the fi rst TV news 
reports of the murder of his ex-wife and an unidenti-
fi ed man (later revealed to be Ronald Lyle Goldman).  

Within 72 hours, long before preliminary results of any 
forensic test were revealed and prior to Mr. Simpson 
being charged with the killings, the majority of the 
public (and nearly all the news media) had concluded 
that O,J, Simpson was a murderer.  

American’s obsession with all things O.J. began the 
night of June 17th when a nation collectively watched a 
White Ford Bronco drive north on the 405 Freeway and 

O
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continued through the verdict of his criminal trial which 
was watched by more Americans than watched that  
broadcast of the fi rst manned moon landing in 1969.  

Over 20 years later, American’s fascination with the O.J. 
Simpson saga hasn’t waned; since the murders in June 
1994 there has been no shortage of books, television 
news specials, docudrama television shows and mini-se-
ries & documentary fi lms which have been produced 
to satisfy the hunger of a public that is still eager to 
consume all things O.J.

Much, if not all, of the media about the case that the 
public has been fed focuses on the titillating details, pre-
sents  unconfi rmed gossip and debunked claims as fact 
and will rarely examine the facts in evidence.    

Quite possibly the least examined aspect of the case is 
the activities of 25 year old Ron Goldman on the night 
of 12 June 1994.  Ron was a waiter at the Mezzaluna 
restaurant in the trendy Brentwood neighborhood of 
Los Angeles, California.  

9:33 p.m.  
At 9:33 p.m. waiter Ron Goldman fi nished his shift 
for the night and had his manager John De Bel-
lo sign his time card to “clock him out” for the night.  
(Ron’s time card was introduced as evidence at 
Mr. Simpson’s criminal trial on 7 February 1995).

1
  

After completing his shift and clocking out, Ron 

spent 15-20 minutes sitting at a table in conver-
sation with Mezzaluna manager John De Bello.

2

After 9:30 p.m., Mrs. Juditha Brown had arrived home 
(in Dana Point) following a family dinner at Mezzaluna.  
During the drive home she realized she couldn’t fi nd her 
eyeglasses and fi gured that she must have left them at 
the restaurant.    At 9:37 p.m. Mrs. Brown placed a call to 
Mezzaluna in hopes of locating her glasses.  

Mrs. Brown’s call was answered by manager Karen 
Crawford.  After Mrs. Brown shared her dilemma, Ms. 
Crawford said she would look for the glasses and placed 
the call on-hold.

Unable to fi nd the glasses inside the restaurant, Craw-
ford checked out front where many guests are dropped 
off and picked up.  She “found them in the street by the 
gutter.”

3
 Upon hearing the good news,  Mrs. Brown 

asked Crawford  to please hold them until her daughter, 
Nicole, could pick them up the next day (Monday, 13 
June 1994).  Crawford put the glasses in an envelope and 
labeled it: “Prescription Glasses. Nicole Simpson will 
pick-up Monday.”
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Ron Goldman’s Sunday Night Was To Have Included More 
Than Completing A Good Deed For His Friend Nicole.

cording to Karen 
Crawford’s testimony, 
at approximately 9:45 
p.m. Nicole Brown 
Simpson called the 

Mezzaluna restaurant and asked to 
speak with Ron Goldman.  

Crawford testifi ed that after speak-
ing with Nicole, Ron “told me he 
was going to drop the glasses off at 
Nicole’s.”  

Ron also told Crawford that, after 
completing the errand, he was going 
“to meet a couple of guys from work 
at Baja Cantina” in Marina del Rey.

4

For reference, Baja Cantina is a bar 
in Marina del Rey.  The drive from 
Ron’s apartment in Brentwood to 
Baja Cantina would take 16-24 

minutes leaving after 10:00 p.m. on a 
Sunday night.

5

Baja Cantina is not a chain restau-
rant with franchises throughout the 
nation or a quick/fast food spot to 
get a burrito. In the 1990’s it was 
one of the more trendy places in 
the Los Angeles nightlife scene.  In 
an article titled “Baja Cantina: The 
Demise of an LA Legend” PubClub.
com writes:
 “There was a time when Baja Can-
tina -- at the Venice/MDR border 
on Washington Blvd. -- was the 
city’s Sunday  hotspot.  In a spaced 
out place with more diverse per-
sonalities than Metta World Peace, 
it was the one spot where people 
from Hollywood would mingle 
with people from the beach or the 
Westside.”

6
 

Goldman’s 
Plans for the 
Night

Ron’s Plans

 A
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According to Ms. Crawford’s testimony, following that 
conversation Ron “hung around for a couple of minutes 
and then asked me to give him the glasses.”  Ms. Craw-
ford estimated that Ron left Mezzaluna at 9:50 p.m.

7
 

however she testifi ed that she did not see Ron leave the 
restaurant. 

8

However, the testimony of Mezzaluna manager John De 
Bello before the Grand Jury on 21 June 1994  sets a later 
departure time for Ron and provides a few interesting 
insights about Ron’s activities after completing his shift:

After he initialled the time card, De Bello testifi ed that 
Ron “was speaking with me” for “approximately about 
15 to 20 minutes.”

9
  Following their discussion, De Bello 

testifi ed that he saw Ron speaking with “other waiters, 
fellow employees” prior to leaving Mezzaluna.

10
 If John 

De Bello’s timing is accurate, Ron could not have left 
Mezzaluna before 9:55 or 10:00 p.m.

11

There is no indisputable evidence to establish the exact 
time Ron left Mezzaluna.  We know that at 9:33 p.m. Mr. 
De Bello in Ron clocked out at 9:33 p.m., Mrs. Brown’s 
phone bill establishes that she called Mezzaluna at 9:37 
p.m. and, while there are no phone records to confi rm 
Nicole’s call to Mezzaluna, we know that it occurred 
after she had spoken with her mother who called her 
after speaking with Ms. Crawford.  It is very reasonable 
to conclude the earliest Ron could have left Mezzaluna is 
at 9:55 p.m.

After leaving Mezzaluna at 9:55 p.m., Ron walked to 
his apartment which was located on the second level of 
11663 Gorham Ave, Los Angeles.

12

The time it takes to walk a little more than 1/5th of one 
mile from Mezzaluna to Ron Goldman’s apartment has 
never been presented accurately.

While the testimony of Karen Crawford and comments 
made by Deputy District Attorney Marcia Clark suggest 
that one could walk from Mezzaluna to Ron’s apartment 
in less than two minutes

13
, this claim is invalid:

• Ron’s apartment was located on the second level 
of Ron Goldman’s Apartment 11663 Gorham Ave 
which is a little over 1/5th of one mile from the 
Mezzaluna location.

• The average person requires more than four min-
utes to walk this distance.

14

• In addition to walking the distance there are other 
variables which serve to add more time to the trip.  
In order to get home, Ron needed to cross at the 
light at Gorham & San Vincente (a highly traffi  cked 
road with 2 lanes in each direction).  Since Gorham 
is a far less traffi  cked street, Ron would have spent 
time waiting to cross the street.

• A few seconds need to be allotted to walk up the 
stairs to his apartment..

Therefore 5 minutes has been allocated for Ron’s walk 
home that night from Mezzaluna.

The earliest possible time Ron could have arrived home 
is 10:00 p.m.
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How Much How Much 
Time Did Time Did 
Ron Spend Ron Spend 
At Home At Home 
After Work?After Work?

The Important Facts Learned from a Thorough Study of the Most 
Under-Examined Area of the Murders of Nicole Brown Simpson 
and Ronald Lyle Goldman 

Ron At Home
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on Goldman had just Finished 
a 5 hour shift at Mezzaluna: 
Ron’s time card indicates that 
he clocked into Mezzaluna at 
4:30 p.m. and clocked out at 9:33 

p.m.
15

  Ron had been working on his feet 
at Mezzaluna for fi ve hours.  If you have 
ever waited tables you know that at the 
conclusion of your shift you smell like res-
taurant food and are likely a little sweaty or 
ripe; and after leaving the restaurant you 
are eager to change out of your uniform 
and freshening up.  

If you’ve never waited tables and are 
skeptical of this claim, I encourage you 
to confi rm this by asking any waiter you 
interact with.

Goldman Changed His Clothes:  
The testimony of Karen Crawford estab-
lishes that Ron was wearing his Mezzaluna 
uniform when he left the restaurant that 
night.

16
 When his body was discovered 

he was wearing a long-sleeved type of 
shirt/sweater, Levis jeans and canvas type 
boots;

17
 these clothes are not consistent 

with his Mezzaluna uniform. Therefore 
we must conclude that Ron changed his 
clothes after arriving home from Mezzalu-
na and prior to going to 875 S Bundy.

Goldman Was Not In a Rush: 
At Mr. Simpson’s criminal trial the time-
line suggested by the prosecutors from the 
Los Angeles County District Attorney’s 
Offi  ce purports that after leaving Mez-
zaluna, Ron was frantically rushing to 
get to 875 S Bundy in order to return the 
eyeglasses.  This suggestion is refuted by 
the prosecution’s own witnesses. 

Ron’s friend and co-worker Stewart 
Tanner (the bartender on Sunday, 12 June 

1994) testifi ed that he and Ron“were 
going to get together after work and 
meet at a bar [Baja Cantina] in Marina 
Del Rey.“

18

Tanner stated the plan was for whom-
ever was the last to complete his shift 
would call the other: “he was either 
going to call me later or I was going to 
call him.”

19

Note:   In 1994 owning a cell phone was 
rare and quite expensive; Mr. Tanner is 
referring to a phone call to a landline.

Tanner testifi ed that on 12 June 1994 
he worked later than he had anticipated 
“we got busy and I ended up staying 
later than I thought” and did not arrive 
home until “11:30 p.m.” and “I just 
decided, you know what, I’m tired, I’m 

going to bed.“
20

At the time Ron left Mezzaluna, neither 
man knew exactly what time Tanner 
would be fi nished and ready to go to 
Marina Del Rey.  If Tanner considered 
arriving home at “11:30 p.m.” was “later 
than I thought” and he last saw Ron 
about 9:55 p.m. we might infer that the 
earliest the man anticipated connecting 
by phone was 10:45 or 11:00 p.m.

This area of Tanner’s testimony is 
signifi cant because it supports the fact 
that when Ron changed his clothes, he 
wasn’t simply throwing on clothes to 
run an errand, rather he was getting 
ready to go to “the city’s Sunday hot-
spot” with Tanner.

R
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Did Ron Take A Shower?

Shower?

on  Goldman was a former model, one-
time contestant on the television dating 
game show Studs, a nightlife promoter and 
a man who, according to his family and 
friends, cared about his appearance and al-

ways aimed to look his best. 
21

 With that in mind, there 
should be no question that preparing himself for a night 
at “the city’s Sunday hotspot” included spending time: 
choosing his outfi t, getting dressed, brushing his teeth, 
fl ossing, doing his hair and other things to freshening up.

Unfortunately, we cannot prove whether or not a 
shower was part of Goldman’s routine that night. This 
is largely due to the fact that  LAPD investigators failed 

to thoroughly search Goldman’s apartment or take notes 
about various things they may have observed which 
could aid in determining how long he was home before 
going to Bundy.  
Based  on Kim Goldman’s testimony, it seems that the 
LAPD examination of Ron’s apartment was cursory at best.

This timeline does not allocate any time 
for Goldman to shower because there is 
not enough evidence to prove he took one.

It is signifi cant that we have already disproved the prose-
cution’s claim that after leaving work, Ron Goldman was 
rushing to get to 875 S Bundy to drop off the glasses.    

The revelations from the testimony of Stewart Tanner and additional known 
background information about Goldman has allowed one to conclude that 
Goldman had prepared himself/got ready to go out with Tanner to “the 
city’s Sunday hotspot” before he went to 875 S Bundy.

 R
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“ Ron Goldman could have 

walked from Mezzaluna 

to 875 S Bundy and then 

walked to his apartment at 

11663 Gorham in less time 

than by walking home, 

driving to Bundy & home. 

This prosecution claim is debunked further by the fact 
that Ron Goldman could have walked from Mezzaluna 
to 875 S Bundy and then walked to his apartment at 
11663 Gorham in less time than by walking home then 
driving to Bundy and driving home.  

From: Mezzaluna.       
 11750 San Vincente Blvd Los Angeles 90049

To: 875 S Bundy  Los Angeles 90049

Walk Time: 8 minutes.
22

Since it would have been faster to go directly from 
Mezzaluna to Nicole’s to drop off the glasses but Gold-
man choose to return to his apartment and changed 
his clothes, it is a reasonable conclusion that Goldman 
took some time to refresh and change prior to going to 
Nicole’s.
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Spinach Salad

Fact: After Getting 
Home Ron Ate a Salad

ne of the most signifi cant fi ndings 
from this examination of evidence  
comes from the autopsy of Ron 
Goldman which states:

Approximately 200 ml of partially digested semi-

solid food is found in the stomach with the presence 

of fragments of green leafy vegetable material 

compatible with spinach.
23

 

How do we know he ate at home and not at 
work?     
This fact is established from the testimony 
of Mezzaluna bartender Stewart Tanner and 
manager Karen Crawford.  Both testifi ed that 
Ron did NOT eat while at Mezzaluna.

At Mr. Simpson’s criminal trial on 7 February 
1995, Mezzaluna bartender Stewart Tanner 
testifi ed:

Testimony of Stewart Tanner

Mezzaluna Bartender

7 February 1995 
24

Shapiro: Do you know if he had anything to   
 eat before he got off work?

Tanner: Uh, I didn’t see him eat after 
 he was done with work. I 
 don’t know if he did or not 
 You know, I was still working.

Shapiro: It’s a small restaurant. Do you 
 assume if he sat down and ate 
 with the manager that you would see 
 it?

Clark Objection. That calls for speculation.

Judge Ito: You can answer the question.

O
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Tanner: Okay.  Ummm, he sat down  with 

 the manager after he was done with  
 work.  He didn’t eat.  

Shapiro: He did not eat?

Tanner: He did not.  He had a bottle of water  
 in front of him.

Mr. Shapiro also asked Mezzaluna manager 
Karen Crawford if she saw Mr. Goldman eat 
anything while at Mezzaluna:

Testimony of Karen Crawford

Manager at Mezzaluna

7 February 1995 
25

Shapiro: Did you see Mr. Goldman  eat at all   
 that evening?

Crawford: No, I didn’t.
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A Little Science

Digestive Science

To appreciate the signifi cance of Goldman eating before going to Bundy, we will 
review facts about the digestive process and learn how the type of food he ate and 

where in the body it was found impacts the timeline.

e know that “Vegetables such as Swiss 

chard, kale, romaine lettuce and spinach 

are rich in vitamins and minerals, and they 

digest quickly compared to most foods.”
26

  

Spinach is a vegetable that is easy for the body 
to digest as it contain lots of vitamins which are 
absorbed in the small intestine after processing 
through the stomach. 

• Spinach will be absorbed by the intestines 

about 40 minutes after initially entering one’s 

mouth. 
27

• For Spinach to be present in Goldman’s stom-
ach contents, he must have ate spinach within 
40 minutes prior to his death. 

• We know that Goldman did NOT eat at    
Mezzaluna, therefore Goldman must have 
ate while at his apartment sometime after 
10:00p.m. on 12 June 1994.

6 Steps of Food Digestion

There are six steps in the process of moving food 
and liquid through the digestive system:

• Swallowing Food or Liquid. The start of 
swallowing is voluntary, but once it begins, the 
process becomes involuntary and continues 
under the control of the nerves.

• Journey down the Esophagus. The fi rst organ 
into which the swallowed food goes is the eso-
phagus, which connects the throat above with 
the stomach below.

W
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“ SPINACH WIll
BE ABSORBED
BY THE SMALL 

INTESTINE 
WITHIN 40 MINS

• Pass through the Gastroe-
sophageal Sphincter. 
This sphincter is located 
where the esophagus and 
stomach join.  It is a ring-like 
valve that closes the passage 
between the two organs. 
When food nears the closed 
ring, the surrounding mus-
cles relax and allow the food 
to pass into the stomach, and 
then it closes again.

• Food enters Stomach. 
The food then enters the 
stomach and completes three 
mechanical tasks:  

a) First, the stomach stores 
the swallowed food and 
liquid, which requires the 
muscle of the upper part of 
the stomach to relax and 
accept large volumes of 
swallowed material.

b) Next, the lower part of 
the stomach mixes up the 
food, liquid, and digestive 
juices produced by the 
stomach by muscle action.

c) Then, the stomach emp-
ties the contents into the 
small intestine.

• Food moves to the Small 
Intestine.   
The foodenters the small 
intestine and is dissolved by 
the juices from the pancreas, 
liver, and intestine. Contents 
of the intestine are mixed 
and pushed forward tothe 
next step.

• Absorbed and Evacuated. 
The digested nutrients are 
absorbed through the intes-
tinal walls. The waste prod-
ucts move into the colon. 
Waste products usually in 
the colon remain for a day 
or two until the feces are ex-
pelled by a bowel movement.
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The Trip to 875 S Bundy
n 12 June 1994 Ron Goldman used a car he had 
borrowed from his friend Andrea Scott to drive 
from his apartment at 11663 Gorham Ave, Los 
Angeles, CA 90049 to Nicole Brown Simpson’s 
condo at 875 S Bundy Dr Los Angeles, CA 

90049.

On Sunday night after 10:00 p.m. this drive would take 
5 mins.

28

FINDING A PLACE TO PARK: 

The fact that Ron Goldman parked Andrea Scott’s car on 

Dorothy Street is noteworthy because it infers that there 
were no available spaces on Bundy in front of the condo. 
This inference is supported by news footage taken on 13 
June 1994 when LAPD still had both the crime scene and 
areas surrounding it (which included part of the street)  
secured.

Dorothy is the closest adjacent street to 875 S Bundy.
29

 
It is likely that after turning onto Dorothy it did not take 
long to fi nd a parking space. Therefore only 2 minutes 
have been added to the timeline to account for time spent 
fi nding a space to park.

O

Trip to Nicole’s
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WALK FROM THE CAR TO THE GATE OF 875 S BUNDY:  

The walk from the location on Dorothy where Ron 
parked Andrea Scott’s car to Nicole Brown Simpson’s 
front gate at 875 S Bundy would take a little more than 
one minute.

WHAT TIME WOULD HE ARRIVE AT THE GATE?

This timeline, which has been constructed using only: 
facts in evidence, witness testimony, a little bit of science 
and a teeny tiny bit of logic, establishes that the earliest 
possible time that Ron Goldman could have arrived at 

Nicole Brown Simpson’s condo was 10:31 p.m.
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The Murders
of Nicole & Ron

One of the biggest mysteries of the timelines presented by each side at trial was the 
confl icting testimony from various individuals about the exact time that they fi rst heard 
the barking of a dog on 12 June 1994. Each side purported that the time the dog began 
barking is indicative of the time that the confrontation began.

he prosecution and the 
defense presented a total of 
12 witnesses who testifi ed to 
various times they thought 
they fi rst heard the dog 

barking. Out of the 12, the testimony 
of only one witness was able to provide 
indisputable documentation to sub-
stantiate their testimony.

The witness was Denise Pilnak and the 
unimpeachable evidence was her tele-
phone bill. (Defendant’s exhibit 1237 
for id = Pilnak phone bill).

Denise Pilnak was Nicole Brown 
Simpson’s neighbor. Denise Pilnak 
was convinced that O.J. Simpson was 
guilty of committing the murders of 
the former Mrs. Simpson and Mr. 
Goldman.

The telephone bill establishes at 10:25 
p.m. on the night of 12 June 1994 
Denise Pilnak placed a telephone call 
to her sister’s home. The telephone 
bill documents that the duration of 
the call was three minutes (ending at 
10:28p.m).

30

Pilnak testifi ed that immediately prior 
to placing the 10:25p.m. telephone call, 
she was on her porch speaking with 
and saying goodbye to her friend Judy 
Telander who had been at Ms. Pilnak’s 
home most of the day using the   

computer. During their conversation 
on the porch between 10:21 - 10:25p.m. 
both Pilnak and Telander had com-
mented that the neighborhood was 
unusually quiet.

31

The testimony of Ms. Telander con-
fi rms that around 10:25 p.m. while 
outside Pilnak’s home on Bundy, both 
she and Pilnak commented that the 
neighborhood was unusually quiet.

32

Following Ms. Telander’s departure, 
Ms. Pilnak immediately placed the 
10:25 p.m. telephone call which lasted 
3 minutes.

Then, according to Pilnak’s testimony, 
she then looked through some papers, 
brushed her teeth and fl ossed. Pilnak 
testifi ed that approximately 5 to 7 
minutes after she hung up from the 
10:25 p.m. telephone call, the incredi-
bly quiet night ended — between 10:33 
- 10:35 p.m. the silence was replaced by 
the sound of a dog that began barking. 
Pilnak testifi ed that the barking was 
consistent and continued for a long 
time.

Ms. Pilnak is the only witness whose 
account of fi rst hearing the dog barking 
is documented by indisputable evi-
dence (the phone bill).

It is important to understand that both 
Pilnak and Telander were convinced of 

Mr. Simpson’s guilt.

Also of note is the fact that neither 
Denise Pilnak or Judy Telander have 
ever profi ted from their role in the O.J. 
Simpson saga; unlike so many others 
with connections to the case who have 
profi ted and/or continue to profi t from 
their role in the case or connection to 
Mr. Simpson.

While every other witnesses time of 
fi rst hearing the “dog barking” is simply 
a “guesstimate” based only on their own 
recollection or, in some cases, cursory 
information about the television show 
they think they were watching at the 
time they fi rst heard the dog barking.

Only Pilnak’s timeline is documented 
by indisputable evidence; this is criti-
cally important to understand.

Logically we can conclude that the 
murder of Nicole Brown Simpson 
and Ronald Lyle Goldman began after 
10:31 p.m. It is likely that the attacks 
began within a minute of Pilnak fi rst 
hearing the dog barking.

Furthermore, the Pilnak testimony, 
which is supported by both the phone 
bill and Judy Telander’s testimony, 
further validates the documentation 
establishing Ron Goldman’s arrived at 
875 S Bundy Dr at 10:31 p.m.

The Murders

T
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The Front Gate 

Buzzer was 

Broken

A t 875 S. Bundy, when a guest 
would arrive they would use 
an intercom system located 
adjacent to the gate to alert the 

home’s occupants to a visitor at the 
front gate.

While this intercom functioned al-
lowing the person at the gate to speak 
to someone inside the home, LAPD 
Detective Tom Lange discovered that 
the mechanism to open the gate from 
inside Nicole’s condo was broken. 

32
 

Due to the mechanism being broken, in 
order to let the guest in someone would 

have to exit the condo, walk down 
the steps and walk to the gate which 
is located halfway to the sidewalk to 
manually open the gate.

In order for Mr. Goldman to gain 
access, the former Mrs. Simpson had to 
manually open the gate for him.

Therefore one must conclude that the 
facts clearly establish that the murders 
did not begin prior to the arrival of Mr. 
Goldman.

This is another crucial fact that is often 
overlooked.

To grant entry to a visitor
Nicole had to go outside, 

walk to the front gate 
and open it manually.
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The Duration 
of the Killings

Duration of Killings



he world’s three most 
respected criminologists 
agree that:

The killer(s) of Nicole Brown Simpson 
and Ronald Lyle Goldman would have 
been covered in blood.  And that the 
killings were NOT quick - there was a 
“prolonged struggle”

Analysis of Dr. Michael Baden  
In the book A Problem of Evidence, 
author Joseph Bosco (who was one of 
four book authors with a permanent 
seat at the criminal trial and attended 
nearly every day) recounts the testi-
mony of Dr Michael Baden:

34

Nicole’s stab wounds, all of which 
came before the slit throat, had 
widely varying orientations-up, 
down, left, right, etc.

Of Ron Goldman, Dr. Baden was 
able to tell the jury that he put up 
quite a struggle. There were more 
than twenty- two stab wounds to 
Goldman, and many were cluster 
wounds coming from different 
directions.

He indicated that Ron was “upright 
long enough” for blood to fl ow all 
the way down his left side and into 
his shoe. There was no injury that 
would have prevented him from 
calling out.

Even after the large, terribly 
cavernous neck wound that sliced 
the jugular vein, Ron could have 
remained upright and struggling for 
several minutes; he could even have 
survived that wound with quick 
medical attention.

Dr. Baden estimated that it was 
within the medical range for there 
to have been, at the outside, as much 
as ten to fi fteen minutes between 
the jugular wound and the trauma 
to the lungs and aorta. The trauma 
would have caused more internal 
bleeding than external, and would 
therefore be less critical as a source 
of blood fl ow down Ron’s clothes 
and body than the neck wounds, 
further indication that Ron stayed 
on his feet well after the neck 
wound.

Analysis of Dr. Henry Lee 
The Assailant(s) Would Have Been 
“Covered In Blood”

35

Scheck:  Can you tell how long that 
struggle took place?

Dr. Lee:  I cannot tell you exactly how 
long. It’s not a short struggle.

Scheck:  And the basis for saying not 
a short struggle has to do with what?

Lee: A step pattern with deposit of 
the key, beeper in different location, 
the bloodstain smears, contact pat-
tern  on dirt and boots and vertical 
drop lay in different location which 
shows a movement.

Testimony of Dr Henry Lee
36

28 August 28 1995

Scheck:    
Well, let me ask you this, Dr. Lee. In a 
closed environment, closed-in envi-
ronment with hand-to-hand combat, 
with multiple stab wounds, with blood 
stains in different places indicating 
multiple contact smears with vertical  
droplets in the areas of the different 
multiple contact smears, with other 
blood spatter cast off in different 
directions, with the key in one area, 
deeper in another area, in that kind 
of struggle do you have an opinion as 
to whether or not an assailant or as-
sailants would be covered with blood 
from the struggle?

Goldberg: Misstates the testimony,  
calls for speculation.

Judge Ito: Overruled.

Goldberg:Incomplete hypothetical.

Ito: Overruled.

Lee: Yes.

Scheck:  What is that opinion?

Dr. Lee: In theory, should have some 
blood.

Analysis of Dr. Cyril Wecht  
Dr. Cyril Wecht is an internationally 
renowned and arguably the most 
well respected forensic pathologist 
in America writes the following in 
Ethics in Forensic Science and Medicine, 
Guidelines for the Forensic Expert and the 
Attorney.
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There is reason for considerable 
doubt about the state’s scenario for 
the murders. In fact, based upon the 
evidence, it is highly unlikely that it 
could have happened that way at all.

The fi rst concern involves the amount 
of blood at the scene of the homicides. 
The victims were both young, healthy 
individuals in good physical condition 
and not under the infl uence of alcohol 
or drugs. 

Cutting their carotid arteries and jug-
ular veins would have caused blood to 
spurt several feet. Add to that the fact 
that they were under attack. There 
was great terror and excitement that 
would have sent their blood pressures 
skyrocketing. This would have signifi -
cantly increased the force of the blood 
coming up from the aorta.

Blood is not water. It doesn’t simply 
seep into the ground and disappear. 
Blood is viscous. When blood dries, it 
congeals on clothes, on skin, wherever 
it settles. In this case, it should have 
been everywhere. The attacker must 
have been soaked in blood.

If OJ. Simpson is indeed the killer of 
Nicole Brown Simpson and Ronald 
Goldman, there are many guestions 
that the prosecution failed to answer:

• Where did all of the blood go?

• How did he peel his clothing off?

• Where did the clothes go?

• How did so little blood -- only 
a few small spatters get on the 
Bronco?

• How come none of it got on him?

• Why was there no evidence of 
blood anywhere on the white 
carpet in Simpson’s house?

Surely the police detectives checked 
every sink, shower, and drain in Simp-
son’s house. If there had been blood 
washed down those drains, some of 
it would have stuck on the fi lters, but 
there was no testimony to that extent.
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To Catch A Red Eye
O.J. Simpson’s Scheduled Flight from Los Angeles to Chicago Departs at 11:45 p.m. on 12 June 1994.

imousine driver Allan Park was assigned to drive O.J. 
Simpson from his home to Los Angeles Internation-
al Airport that Sunday night, Mr. Simpson’s fl ight to 
Chicago departed at 11:45 p.m.  This was the fi rst 
time Allan Park was assigned to drive Mr. Simp-

son.    Park arrived at Rockingham  shortly before 10:30 p.m. 

TRAVEL TIME: FROM NICOLE’S TO O.J.’S
On Sunday night at 10:00p.m. it would take 7-9 mins

38

to drive from O.J.’s to Nicole’s and 7 mins to drive from 
Nicole’s to O.J.’s.

39

Many will argue that one could make the trip in less time, 
this is technically true because one could simply greatly 
exceed the speed limit and make it home in 5 minutes, 
maybe less. However, imagine that you are driving home 
after savagely butchering two human beings. And, as the 
world’s three most respected criminologists agree, you’re 
driving home while covered in blood (or naked with the 
bloody clothing in the vehicle with you). You also have the 
murder weapon in the vehicle with you. Are you going to 
risk getting pulled over by LAPD or are you going to drive 
the posted speed limit with your hands on the wheel at 10 
and 2?

Grand Jury Testimony- Brian “Kato” Kaelin 5 July 
40

Clark:  During that phone call, did something unusual  
occur?

Kato: Yeah. I heard a noise.

Clark:     Now how long had you been talking to your friend 
Rachael when you heard that noise?

Kaelin:    It was probably a half hour into theconversation.

Clark:     Okay.  So about 10:45 or so you heard a noise?

Kaelin:   About that time.
--------
Clark:   Now, you hung up the phone how long after you 
heard the thumps?

Kaelin:    About two to three minutes.  Pretty -- pretty fast I 
hung up the phone.

10:40 - 10:45 p.m.
Kato Hears 3 Thumps

Depart for LAX

L
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Clark:     Pretty fast?

Kaelin:    I’m pretty sure I did.  I might have 
talked about the noise for a bit but then I hung 
up and said I was going to go and do it and 
check on it.  So two or three minutes.

Clark:     Do you recall testifying before the 
grand jury that it was one to fi ve minutes?

Kaelin:    Yes.   That’s in the range.

Clark:     That’s in the range, yes.  It could have 
been as little as one minute?

Kaelin:    It might have been, yes.

Clark:     So the time between hearing the 
thumps and you hanging up the phone could 
have been as little as one minute,as much as fi ve 
minutes?

Kaelin:    Yes.

Limo driver Allan Park testifi ed that he saw a 
“dark fi gure” entering Rockingham at 10:55 p.m 
Confi rming the time that Park saw the man near 
the front door of Rockingham is quite simple, 
his telephone records document it:

Testimony of Allan Park 28 March 1995
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Clark:  How long after you saw the six foot 
200-pound person in all dark clothing go in the  
house did you continue to  talk to Dale St John?

Park: Oh, it was just anywhere between ten 
to thirty seconds. It wasn’t very long.

Clark: Okay. So on the phone bill in front of 
you sir, on that last call where it indicates 10:52 
and 17 seconds, does it indicate how long the 
phone call was for, the duration of the call?

Park: Umm, yes, 2 minutes and 55 seconds.

Clark: So you would have hung up with him 
at 10:55 and 12 seconds?

Park:  Yes.

Clark: And it was within the last 10-30 sec-
onds of that call at 10- ending that call at 10:55  
that you saw this six foot 200-pound person go 
into the  entrance?

Park: Yes.

Less than 5 minutes after Allan Park saw the 
dark fi gure, Mr. Simpson was outside ready to 
leave for the airport.

Alan Park 
Grand Jury Testimony 

21 June 1994
42

Clark: How much time elapsed from   
the moment you saw the male black enter the 
house to the time you saw Mr Simpson come 
out of the house?

Park:     5 minutes.

26 min. Drive to LAX

On a Sunday night at 11:00 p.m. it would take 
26 mins. to drive from the Simpson residence to 
Los Angeles International Airport.
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11:32 p.m. O.J. Luggage Checked 
By Skycap

O.J. Simpson’s luggage was checked at the curb-
side check-in at 11:32 p.m. on 12 June 1994. Per 
March 29 1995 testimony of American Airlines 
Skycap James Williams and the Defendant’s 
exhibit 1062 (O.J.’s baggage tag from his fl ight to 
Chicago “ORD AA 668”) the bags were checked 
at 11:32p.m.
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10:55 p.m.
Park Sees Dark Figure

11:00 p.m.
O.J. is Ready to Leave
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An Undeniable Conclusion
ach and every item in this timeline has been docu-
mented and the reader has been provided with a cita-
tion to easily verify that the information presented is 
accurate. This timeline is based on facts in evidence, 
testimony, a little science and a touch of common 

sense.

Consider that those who champion the popular perception 
of this crime in various documentaries, television specials, 
made for TV miniseries and various talk shows use completely 
discredited individuals (Jill Shively, Skip Junis), cherry picked 
sound bites and material that was not in evidence or has been 
debunked in support of their conclusion.

When one examines the actual facts and doesn’t include one 
iota of conspiracy or various theories, what emerges is the 
strongest of all scenarios: O.J. Simpson did not kill anyone.

It is IMPOSSIBLE that in 22 minutes (10:33 p.m. when the 
killings began - 10:55 p.m. when Allan Park saw the dark 
fi gure) Mr. Simpson could:

• Murder two adults (A prolonged struggle. The bodies of 
both victims show multiple defensive wounds. When Mr. 
Simpson was examined and photographed by LAPD on 13 
June 1994 there were no bruises anywhere on his person).

• Travel home (The world’s three most renowned criminol-
ogists agree that the assailant(s) would have been covered 
in blood, however only 1/8th of one drop of blood is ever 
found in Mr. Simpson’s Ford Bronco).

• Clean all of the blood from his body (Fact: It takes longer 

to clean blood from your body than it takes to clean off 
dirt. Additionally since no blood was found in Mr. Simp-
son’s plumbing, washing machine or drain traps; where 
did he shower?).

• Dry off (Leaving no dirt or blood that might have been 
missed when washing the body on the towel when drying 
off).

• Dispose of the murder weapon, bloody clothes, blood 
stained towel, (Hide them somewhere that no one has 
ever found them).

• Clean any blood and/or dirt he would have tracked into 
the house (The carpeting that lined the Rockingham 
staircase, covering the second fl oor hallways and through-
out Mr. Simpson’s bedroom was essentially white and no 
blood and/or dirt was found anywhere on the carpets).

• Dress to leave for his trip.

• Leave his rushed but generally happy mood (During the 
entire trip from Rockingham to LAX airport, Mr. Simp-
son kept the divider down and conversed with the driver).

NOTE:  Everything in the above bullet points from “Clean all” 
to the last bullet point would need to have be accomplished by 
Mr. Simpson in 5 minutes as limo driver Allan Park saw Mr. 
Simpson enter the home at 10:55 p.m. and at 11:00 p.m. Mr. 
Simpson was ready to depart for LAX.

The timeline is impossible.

E

Findings
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Why isn’t it obvious to most people?

There are two reasons:

1. The Ron Goldman timeline is rarely (if ever) examined. On 
the rare occasion it is discussed, the following is omitted: 
Goldman’s plans with Tanner, time for Goldman to eat after 
arriving home and the actual time needed to walk from Mez-
zaluna to Mr. Goldman’s apartment.

2. The undocumented, roughly estimated time of 10:15 p.m. that 
neighbor and former National Enquirer writer Pablo Fenjves 
claims to have heard the “plaintive wail’’ of a dog is presented 
as most accurate and credible when in reality it is extremely 
fl awed. However Denise Pilnak & Judy Telander’s timeline is 
the only one that is actually documented by indisputable ev-
idence and therefore the most credible of any of the timeline 
witnesses presented at trial. Remember that both Telander & 
Pilnak were convinced of Mr Simpson’s guilt. 

But Wait; There’s More

The Sleepover:     
Not previously mentioned is the fact that O.J.’s daughter Sydney 
was supposed to have a friend, Rachel Berman, stay over the night 
of 12 June 1994 for a sleepover party. Rachel Berman accom-
panied the family to dinner at Mezzaluna, then to Ben & Jerry’s 
for ice cream and fi nally to 875 S Bundy Dr. At about 9:15 p.m., 
Mr. Robert Berman arrived at 875 S Bundy to pick up his daugh-
ter Rachel; apparently plans had changed. Instead of spending 
the night at 875 S Bundy, Rachel Berman was going home. Mr. 
Berman and Nicole Brown Simpson chatted for about 15 minutes 
before leaving.
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Since Mr. Simpson was not aware that the sleepover was cancelled, 
one must conclude that to Mr. Simpson’s knowledge Sydney was 
having a sleepover party at 875 S Bundy the night of 12 June 1994.

Every parent knows that when kids have sleepovers they almost 
always stay up past their bedtime with their friends.

If the sleepover had not been cancelled at the last minute, it is 
probable that Mr. Simpson’s daughter Sydney and her friend 
Rachel Berman would have been awake after 10:30 p.m. and likely 
watching television or playing in the living room which inciden-
tally has a fantastic view of the areas that the murders occurred.

With that in mind, we’re to believe that Mr. Simpson picked 
sleepover night to murder his ex-wife and decided to do it in an 
area that would provide his daughter Sydney and her friend Rachel 
Berman a front row seat to murder?

It’s preposterous.

Where’s The Cut?
We could go on to explain that two of the most credible witness-
es at Mr. Simpson’s criminal trial: Captain Wayne Stanfi eld, the 
American Airlines pilot of Mr. Simpson’s fl ight from Los Angeles 
to Chicago, who spent time sitting with and conversing with Mr. 
Simpson during the fl ight and asked Mr. Simpson to autograph his 
pilot’s logbook.
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Also on the red eye from Los Angeles to Chicago was Mr. Simp-
son’s seatmate, Stephen Valerie, who closely examined Mr. Simp-
son’s hands in hopes of seeing a Super Bowl ring (Mr. Simpson 
never played in a Super Bowl game but Mr. Valerie likely saw Mr. 
Simpson’s Hall of Fame ring).

47
 

Both of these men, who did examine Mr. Simpson’s hands during 
the fl ight, testifi ed that they did not see any cuts or bandages on 
either of Mr. Simpson’s hands.

It is also a fact that Mr. Simpson did not ask for a bandage until he 
was frantically checking out of the O’Hare Plaza Hotel upon being 
notifi ed of the death of his ex-wife Nicole.
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here should be no question that unless he 
is the only human being with the ability to 
manipulate the time-space continuum, O.J. 
Simpson didn’t murder anyone.

 This thorough analysis of the facts has revealed a 
quite shocking truth.  This determination was reached 
through an examination which has relied on: fact, not 
theory; evidence, not unsupported scenarios; science, 
not hypothesis; and logic.     

When one reviews the list of things that the killer(s) 
needed to accomplish  in 22 minutes, it becomes obvi-
ous that completing that entire list within 44 minutes 
is probably not plausible.  

Consider that the world’s three most renowned crimi-
nologists agree the killer(s) would have been covered in 
blood yet: only 1/8th of one drop of blood was found 
in Mr. Simpson’s Bronco, on 20 July 1994 DA Garcetti 
revealed that no blood had been found in the pipes at 
Rockingham, and, no dirt or blood was found on the 
nearly white carpeting which covered Simpson’s stair-
case and bedroom.  Surely, a man who we are told is so 
careless that he drops a glove at the crime scene and a 
glove outside his home, would have tracked some sort 
of residue from such a brutal, bloody crime scene.  

Consider that the forensic examination clearly estab-
lished that Ron Goldman fought for his life with the 
bruising on his knuckles establishing that not only 
did Goldman throw punches and kicks at his attacker, 
his punches connected multiple times.  Yet on 13 June 
1994 when O.J. Simpson is questioned and photo-
graphed by LAPD his body has no bruises, only a cut 
on his fi nger.

The harsh reality is that almost everything that you 
have read in this document is known to anyone who 
religiously watched the criminal trial every day and the 
transcripts of the entire criminal trial has been availa-
ble online for over a decade.  

Unfortunately these facts directly contradict the fact-
free narrative that has been pushed by the news media 
and the prosecution since 1994.  

If one says “mountain of evidence” enough, it doesn’t 
make it true.  If one examines the facts the only possi-
ble conclusion a rational person could make is that the 
alleged “mountain” is nothing more than a sound bite.     

This leads us to a larger question that I certainly do not 
have the answer to: 

Why is information and facts that  debunks the me-
dia’s narrative kept from the public?

If you’re still not convinced, I encourage you to watch 
the 13 June 1994 LAPD Interrogation of O.J. Simpson 
(which is available at http://www.Vimeo.com/Brian-
Heiss).  Did you know that until I made this incredible 
audio available in May 2016, it had not previously 
been available online and still has never been broadcast 
in it’s entirety?

While you’re on my Vimeo page, I would recommend 
that you watch my fi lm “100 Celebrities that have been 
arrested for Domestic Abuse” and then ask yourself: 
Why does the media, rightly, treat domestic abusers 
O.J. Simpson and Ray Rice like pariahs yet gives a free 
pass to and revere abusers like Sean Penn, Yanni and 
Paul Simon (and 90+ others)? Shouldn’t the media treat 
all those who assault their  partners the same way we 
treat O.J. and Ray Rice? 

Finally, I’d encourage anyone seeking to learn the 
reality behind the narrative about any news item to 
do so by focusing only on the source material and that 
which can be proven.  Be diligent and endlessly try to 
debunk the conclusions you reach before sharing your 
conclusions to the world.

A Few Final 
Thoughts
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